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In “Magic Industry: Joseph Brodsky,” Derek Walcott admires the difficulty of 
self-translation, a “crossing to another place” requiring the “shadowing of sensibility as 
the original poem pauses at the frontier” before its creative transposition. Friedrich 
Schleiermacher delineates two opposing methods for translating: moving the reader 
toward the writer, thus compelling awareness of the author’s dissimilar world, and 
moving the writer toward the reader, removing all evidence of the foreign to present the 
work as if composed within the reader’s own culture. For poetry especially, this 
methodological question involves a concurrent search for an effective compromise 
between a poem’s form and content. The tension between these two sets of decisions is 
central to two inherently multilingual poems of two immigrant writers: Brodsky’s “Folk 
Tune,” a self-translated work from Russian, and Walcott’s “Sainte Lucie,” a narrativized 
recovery of language through intratextual translation between French creole and English. 
Both poems evoke musical patterns specific to the poets’ cultures, and both suggest the 
inseparability of self-identity from the poetic shaping of language. Rather than sacrificing 
form to preserve meaning, Brodsky flexibly substitutes references and modifies particular 
descriptions, yet he adamantly maintains prosody typical of Russian poems but unpopular 
in modern English verse. Walcott writes in English but interweaves it with French creole 
words (at times as side-by-side translations) and metaphorical language pertaining more 
to Saint Lucia than to England. Fittingly, Brodsky claims that Walcott’s distinctive 
“twists of language” reveal more of his identity “than the story line.” I argue that while 
the English content of the poems creates an entryway for the monolingual English 
speaker, bringing the poets to the reader, the effects of the formal and stylistic choices 
subliminally thrust the reader into the affective environment of the poets’ own 
sociocultural contexts – thus secretly bringing the readers to the writers. 


